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Fun news, views and more bringing 
our Amis team,                          .TOGETHER

A year of ups and downs it has been, 
with a lot not in any of our control. 
We have come out on the other side, and we have done so as a team. Believing in one another during some 

difficult times has been the most encouraging thing. May we all continue to do so, as it is the only way forward.

A great three years it has been for me personally as part of the AMIS family. There have been great lessons and 

teachings at all levels. One thing I have learned and will keep with me forever is, where most people go out

to achieve believable goals, we at AMIS go out to achieve the Unbelievable goals. 

We believe we can always do it. And we do!

VACCINATION 
UPDATE!

The vaccination drive continues to bring more and more good news.

The AMIS team has pushed for staggering results in this regard, and we 

have achieved that. 

The Warehouse staff have all achieved 100%
vaccination status!!! Well done Gents!

70% of the office staff have been fully vaccinated, with 

two looking to achieve that status in the weeks to come.

PLEASE VISIT THE FOLLOWING LINK FOR MORE 
VACCINATION RELATED INFORMATION: 

 https://www.nicd.ac.za/diseases-a-z-index/covid-19/  

Grapes light on fire in the microwave.
Back in 2011, a physicist at the University of Sydney went viral after he placed a 

grape in the microwave and filmed the fiery aftermath. And oddly enough, 

scientists couldn't explain the phenomenon until quite recently. A March 2019 

study published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences reported 

that the fruity fireball occurs as a result of the loose electrons and ions that 
cluster to form plasma when grapes get hot.

!!
? ? !

R I D D L E S

What can go up 
a chimney down, 
but can’t go down 
a chimney up?
First correct answer given to Chumani, 
wins bragging rights for the month!

THIS MONTH, WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING RIDDLE

The winner of last month’s 
riddle was  Siyanda!!!!
Who wins bragging rights for the month! 

And yes, the answer was The Sun!

CHUMANI’S CORNER
INTERVIEW WITH ALTA DREYER, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

Remember the winning team gets a 

HALF DAY OFF WORK! 
And bragging rights of course!

The sunflower competition continues to send waves of competitive 
vibes down the AMIS corridors. Outside observations concludes that 
all teams have given this fun initiative a proper effort. Today one team 
is on top and tomorrow it is another team. With all but 30 days left 
until the competition judges come together, it is anybody’s game.

Spring sprang! IN  OCTOBER, 
WE CELEBR ATED THREE 

BIRTHDAYS

Freddie  
THANDO 

& KHULILE! 

Favourite things to do: One of my favorite things to do
is tapping into nature.

If you had a superpower, what would it be: If I could 
have any superpower, it would be to fly.

What do you do well: One thing I know I do well (or 
better than most) is driving: highways, traffic, CBD.

What can you not live with: One thing I cannot live 
without is coffee.

Celebrity you’d like to meet: I would love to meet (and 
even have lunch with) Russell Brand.

Most perfect day: My perfect day would start with 
coffee on the beach and end with tranquility and 
peace.

If you could live anywhere: If I could live anywhere 
in the world, it would be on a similar planet without 
humans.

On your bucket List: One thing on my bucket list is to 
unclutter and minimalize my life.

Favourite food: I know it’s crazy, but I love to eat avo 
with sugar.

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S  A N D  I N I T I A T I V E S 

Employee wellness has become a topic of discussion 
across the world. Employers have made a concerted 
effort to giving this the attention it requires. Employee 
wellness is a key driver to the success of any business 
and AMIS has thus put up its hand. 

The team started a 30-day challenge that is focused on refreshing, revitalizing 
and renewing everyone going into the last lap of the year.  

October also saw us complete our Discovery Wellness Day, and we hope you all 
learnt more about your health and will focus more where you need to, in order to 
be healthy and happy! We will continue wellness challenges into the month 
of November, lets all try these together:

Motivational Monday:  Share a pic, tip, quote or anything motivating 
to the team!

Tip Tuesday:  Share a fitness or nutrition tip that you like!

Workout Wednesday:  Give us todays workout, a favourite move or a 
sweaty pic of you!

Thankful Thursday:  Share a moment of gratitude with a colleague!

Flashback Friday:  Share a happy memory or thought with a colleague!

Also, be sure to look out for another Colouring Competition in 
November! And gents, don’t forget, November is Movember! 
So take up the challenge, and start growing those Mo’s! 

As the countdown to year end begins, let us continue to focus on spreading more 
positivity, taking care of our loved ones, and showing gratitude for the many blessings 
that we all have.  Many around us have lost so much this year, so share where you can, 

help where you can, and spread words of encouragement always.   I continue to 
be grateful to each of you for your hard work and commitment to AMIS, 

and for making our AMIS family so strong!

Always be sure to start each day 

with a positive thought and a 

grateful heart.  The day will 

always be a good one then. 

https://www.nicd.ac.za/diseases-a-z-index/covid-19/
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